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EDITORIAL

WHY SELECT TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO AS
YOUR TOURISM DESTINATION?
By Mervyn J. O’Neil

When people make a list of their ideal holiday destinations, the Caribbean is usually
found somewhere near the top. (Newsday, Trinidad & Tobago).
Why Select Trinidad and Tobago as your Tourist

view and it has to be looked at from the

Destination is the big question which has to be

buyer’s point of view. What is the

answered by everyone who is involved with the

Product that the Marketer is selling and

business of tourism, whether as a tourist or a

what does the Buyer want, at what price,

marketer in the tourist industry. Yet, it is the one

when and so forth?

most often ignored.
Tobago and Trinidad currently occupy
There is no single or simple answer to this question

the bottom positions of the Caribbean

but it is the question around which buzz words

tourist industry’s totem pole in a

such as hooks and branding revolve. This question

scenario where the rest of the region is

has to be looked at from the marketer’s point of
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not doing too badly. Does the question Why Trinidad

Tobago has adopted Clean, Green, Safe

and Tobago as my Destination have anything to do

and Serene as its brand but this is true of

with this? A resounding response is that Tobago and

almost everyone’s backyard anywhere in

Trinidad are not properly marketed.

the world. Further, though the matter of
safety in Tobago and the matter of safety

Is this the whole story? Better marketing is one part
of the story. But before marketing, the product has to
be ready and it has to clear what goes to market. For

in Trinidad are different matters, has this
differentiation been made? And, in fact
how well does this need to be made?

one thing, Tobago as a product and Trinidad as a

product are two totally different matters. Are these

The Caribbean is not doing as well as it

two islands there yet in terms of differentiation for

aspires to do in the tourism industry and

the market?

Tobago and Trinidad are even further
back. They do so perhaps because the

Differentiation is necessary in coming up with a
meaningful answer to the question of why one
particular place over another. Generally, the

question Why Trinidad and Tobago as
your Destination has not been answered
for potential tourists.

Caribbean markets Sun, Sea and Sand but Sun, Sea

and Sand is true across the tropical zone. What
differentiates the Caribbean from the rest of the
tropical zone in this respect? What differentiates
Tobago and Trinidad in this respect? What
differentiates Tobago from Trinidad in this respect?
Thus, why should anyone come to Sun, Sea and Sand
in the Caribbean or one particular part of the region
over another? These are the questions which must be
answered!

Based on The Caribbean Tourist

Organization’s (CTO) Report for 2016, the
USA is the Caribbean’s main market and
the region is closing in on the 30 million
visitors arrivals mark. According to this
Report, “We have seen a rise in tourist
arrivals when compared to our record
year in 2015, fueled by strong
performances in Europe—mainly the
United Kingdom and Germany—and
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from the United States, and we are poised to

anywhere on Earth. On the other hand, Trinidad

meet the 30 million arrivals target set two

is a legitimate contender as a bird watchers’

years ago ----“. This indicates a clear potential

paradise. Together, these two islands own the

for Tobago and Trinidad. Once the question of

title as inventors and developers of the steel

why Trinidad and Tobago as your tourism

orchestra. This is unique to any place on the

destination has to be answered the ball should

planet.

roll in this direction.

It is evident that proper marketing of Tobago and

Answering the question: Why Trinidad and

Trinidad is a necessary but complex matter.

Tobago as your Tourism Destination and

These complexities must be addressed as any

whether these two islands are attractive

part of any objective which is aimed at bring

destinations are two quite different matters.

more tourists to these shore.

These two islands boast sites, activities and other
characteristics which are unmatched anywhere
on Earth.
Tourist attractions on these two islands span a
broad spectrum. Tobago boasts one of the
highest concentrations of quality beaches
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THE COVER STORY

TOBAGO IS MORE THAN
CLEAN, GREEN, SAFE AND SERENE

T

obago is more than Clean,

The French Vice Admiral Jean D’Estrees

Green, Safe and Serene. The

engaged the Dutch under Admiral Jacob

island has a rich history in the

Binckes in the waters of Rockley Bay

context of the Caribbean and

and defeating him in 1677. But today,

Internationally. Though Tobago is famously

beneath these very waters of Rockley

known for the number of times it changed

Bay where John Paul Jones was

hands in the past, not widely known are

anchored before he departed for North

the details of this island’s history. Yet to be

America where he is now enshrined at

discovered is the full extent of its

the Annapolis Naval Museum,

archeological wealth both on land and

remarkable find are being made. Some

underwater and many of the colorful

of these treasures are pictured on the

characters of history who had some

cover of this magazine and on these

connection with Tobago such as Comte

pages.

Jean d’Estrees, Jacob Binckes, John Paul
Jones, Francois Comte de Grasse and
Admiral Rodney.

Yes, Tobago is more than Clean, Green,
Safe and Serene because it has a history
which is more integrated with world
history than is readily recognized. The
French Admiral, Francois Comte de
Grasse gave the American colonists their
victory over Britain by winning the
decisive Battle of Chesapeake Bay before
he made a beeline for Tobago where he

17th Century Underwater Discoveries
made at Rockley Bay, Tobago. (Courtesy

Dr. L Guy-Obiakor)

dislodged the British in 1783, thus
creating a French colony of the island.
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Tobago’s underwater archeology promises

There is a rich archeological history to be

many riches and holds many rich

discovered under the waters and on the

potentials. Several cannons have been

Tobago land mass. Strewn around the

discovered. Some have been brought to

island are forts, cannons, sugar mills,

surface while others lay beneath these

stone structures, brick structures and

waters.

more all in evidence of the island’s rich
history.

17th clay pipers brought to surface from
underwater at Rockley Bay, Tobago.

Strewn around Tobago are wrecks and
relics which would fill the fancy of any
underway enthusiast. Underwater

Tobago holds plenty for the inquisitive
scuba diver and the history buff.

explorations which stretch outwards
Barbados may yield more treasures.

Ships which were a part of an American
squadron which was on its way to capture
Tobago in 1778, were sunk in the vicinity
of Barbados. Also, Comte de Grasse
destroyed a fleet sent from Barbados to
Tobago by Admiral Rodney in 1783.
Sunken wrecks from this fleet may be
closer to Tobago than the American ships

which were stopped in 1778.

Fort George, Tobago
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CARIBBEAN TOURISM

CARIBBEAN
TOURISM IN 2017
ACCORDING TO CTO

Hugh Riley, Secretary General of the Caribbean Tourism Organization (CTO)
(Courtesy Trinidad Guardian)

The Caribbean Tourism Organization (CTO) has reported that tourism in the
Caribbean for the year 2016 was a success and it anticipates that, though there
will be challenges, 2017 should also be quite good. The report noted that 2016
was a better year than 2015, and that the Caribbean is on the verge of achieving
the 30 million arrival target set in 2015. The report notes that the USA remains
the region’s best market.

ST. Vincent

BARBADOS

Hugh Riley, Secretary General of CTO pointed out that emphasis in 2017 would
be put on making a breaking through into the Canadian market and placing
“More focused engagement with the Caribbean Diaspora”.
The Caribbean Diaspora remains a topic on the lips of many in the area of
tourism as in so many other areas, but this is a topic wanting for much more
insight and analysis. Simply raising and waving Caribbean flags will not have
its Diaspora running to assist. But, the Caribbean Diaspora remains a very rich
potential.
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TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO
FACES ECONOMIC CHALLENGES
since 1908. Jessop states, “Over the next
ten years it is likely that the ways in
which we all think about the Caribbean
will change radically”. He backs this up by
pointing to oil and gas discoveries in or off
Guyana, Suriname and French Guiana
and potential investments in explorations
off Barbados, The Bahamas, Cuba,
Jamaica and The Dominican Republic.

Massy Holdings CEO
Gervase Warner

A

ccording to Gervase Warner
CEO of Massy Group, “No one
is coming to rescue the
region”. But he views this as a
blessing in disguise for the Caribbean.
He states that current situations
provides the region with cause, “To
turn inward together before they
looked outward individually”.
The economic outlook for the region
points towards Trinidad and Tobago as
facing the greatest challenges. David
Jessop in an article entitled The
Changing Face of the Caribbean points to
the likelihood of other Caribbean nations
becoming players in the oil and gas
industries. At the very least, this would
stifle Trinidad and Tobago’s growth
potential in the energy sector and it
would remove Trinidad and Tobago as
“King of the hill” in the Caribbean in this
respect, a status which it has owned

Jessop recognizes great prospects for
Caribbean Tourism if played right. He
speaks of improved marketing and global
international positioning with “Real
prospects of increasing the value of the
industry by moving it to a higher level in
terms of facilities, service, cuisine and
perception”. Perception is where Trinidad
and Tobago can stand to gain or lose
most. Trinidad “owns” the steelpan while
Tobago has attractive beaches,
breathtaking landscapes and a most
colorful history, but on the other hand,
crime and corruption play havoc with how
this nation is perceived.
University of the West Indies economist
Dr. Roger Hosein emphasizes that it has
to be “All hands on deck” pulling in the
same direction in Trinidad and Tobago for
2017. He cites uncertainties in the energy
sector as a leading factor why making
forecasts for 2017 is all but impossible.
He suggests that the economy of Trinidad
and Tobago is likely to contract again in
2017 as it did in 2016, when it contracted
by about 4.5 %.
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WILL TOURISM COME TO
THE RESCUE?

S

ince the drop in oil and gas prices,
Trinidad and Tobago has moved back to

its theme of diversification with Tourism and
Agriculture at the top of the list. The

depression in energy prices is now entering its
third year with prices below 50% of what there
were in 2014 and not likely to get better any
time soon.

Relative to the Caribbean, Tourism is
in everyone’s discourse on economic
matters. According to the CTO’s
Report for 2016, the Caribbean is
not doing too badly. On the other

hand, Trinidad and Tobago has
never done well with Tourism.
Perhaps oil and gas have something
to do with this. In December 2016,
Camille Hunte dramatized the issue
of Tourism in Trinidad and Tobago
with her headline in one of the local
newspapers which read: Tourism
Sector on Verge of Collapse. This
headline was pointed specifically at
Tobago.
Will Tourism come to the rescue?
The public sector and the

Agriculture in the Caribbean context in
current time is not the same as cane sugar

and tobacco in previous centuries. Without
high-end investments on marginal, risky
ventures, the best that Agriculture can do in
the Caribbean is self-sufficiency. There are
values to this. But these are limited in terms

private sector are not on the same
pages on tourism and if there is to
be hope, they need to be. Getting the
public sector and the private sector
in Trinidad and Tobago to read from
the same script may be a culture
bound matter that has to be solved.

of foreign exchange earnings, therefore

Even if, and when both sectors begin

Tourism is the only real economic game in

reading from the same page there is

town for the region.

the perception problem which has to
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be solved. According to an article by

Sherene Kalloo, a potential USA
tourist stated, “I am concerned about
my safety in your country”. And when
Tobago was mentioned this person
responded “I read that there was even
more unsafe”.

There goes Tobago’s Safe and
Serene. Perception is reality!
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MARKETING
TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO’S
TOURISM
tourism industry. His views on
the marketing of the nation’s

tourism industry were earlier
enunciated by the nation’s
Minister of Tourism Shamfa
Cudjoe.

An article by Akilah Holder

recently published in Newsday

O

entitled: Tourism Sector
n Tuesday, January 10, 2017,

Prime Minister Dr. Rowley stated that
Trinidad and Tobago needs to revamp
its Tourism Marketing Strategy. He is of

the opinion that the nation has not been
getting enough “Bang for its buck” in
this area. Also, he emphasized that
Sandals Resorts coming to Tobago will
be positive. He forecasts that this would
mean a definite boost to the island’s

untapped fortune Proper
Marketing needed starts off by
pointing out that there is a
difference of opinion between
the public sector and the private
sector in Trinidad and Tobago on
the issue of the marketing
tourism. Holder cites Tourism
Minister Shamfa Cudjoe as being
in disagreement with
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Christopher James, President of the
Tobago Hotel and Tourism
Association and Andrew Welch,
President of the Trinidad Hotels,
Restaurants and Tourism
Association on the issue of whether
enough money has been and is being
allocated to the marketing of Tobago
and Trinidad as tourist destinations.

Minister Cudjoe is of the opinion
that enough is being spent and that
poor performance in this sector is to
be blamed on other factors. Holder

Trinidad and Tobago’s Minister of
Tourism Shamfa Cudjoe. (NEWSDAY)

quotes Minister Cudjoe as having
said “...It’s about putting the right

The presidents of the two

resources in the right places, getting

organizations stand diametrically

the right strategy as it relates to

opposed to this view. In counter, they

marketing and so on. So for me, it’s

pointed to comparative marketing

not so much about the allocation, but

budgets and related occupancies in

the strategies to implement the

Barbados and other Caribbean islands

development plan”.

which are all doing better than
Trinidad and Tobago.
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PLACING TRINIDAD AND
TOBAGO’S TOURISM ON THE
HIGH GROUND

T

he Tourism Industry in

In this respect, Sandals hopes to

Trinidad and Tobago is clearly

apply culture as one of its selling

not where it desires to be. The

points as it ventures into setting

bigger issues are where is it

up shop on Tobago. Sandals

hoping to go and how does it intends to

promises to stage a Carnival every

get there. Everyone concludes that a part

week at it proposed resort on the

of the solution lies in a marketing boost.

island. But, focusing on Tobago as

But, just as important are the islands as

a Destination the issues of getting

tourist destinations. In making an

to the island remains one of the

argument for greater emphasis on culture

great troubling matters. When it is

as a selling point, Michelle Loubon states

noted that man has made it to the

that the average tourist who is driven by

moon and back and that since in

culture spends more money than those

the 18th and 19th centuries Tobago

who are driven by all other interests.

successfully shipped thousands of
tons of sugar into Great Britain
one has to wonder why in the 21st
century there is no reliable way of

getting to the island by sea or air.

While the Sandals proposition is
played out among the Prime
Minister, the Minister of Finance,
CLICO, Sandal’s Executives and
other International high rollers,
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The Tobago-born Minister of Tourism,
Shamfa Cudjoe, sees domestic tourism as
the way forward. She points to interisland figures of 368,000 persons
travelled between the two islands in
justifying her position.

On the other hand, John Bell, an insider
in the tourism industry, speaks of
Tobago’s Tourism as being in a “Sad
state”. He returned to the theme of poor
destination marketing stating that he was
told “Sandals Resorts had an ad
appearing every 30 seconds on TV in the
US, Canada and Europe”. He then puts
to the absence of Trinidad and Tobago
from proper advertisement in the major
market places. Bell emphasized the lack
of cohesion among the agencies which
are responsible for driving the nation’s
touristism industry.
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sandals On tOBagO’s
TOURISM LANDSCAPE

I

n early June 2016, Prime Minister Dr. Keith

Rowley announced that the government of

Trinidad and Tobago is in negotiations with
Sandals Resorts International (SRI) to build two
hotels on Tobago with a 750-room capacity. It was
further announced at the end of June 2016, that a
committee headed by Wendell Motley was in
place to drive these negotiations.

According to Dr. Rowley, “A site was identified
in Tobago and Sandals was asked to express its
interest and it has done so”. This has raised
speculations and other responses on both side of
the issue. The expansive Buccoo Bay and its
adjoining estate has been speculated to be the
“site” in which SRI has expressed interest.
Environmental concerns about this area have
been raised. Tobago’s famous No Man’s Land
which is located on the the western corner of this
Bay has also raised concerns.

Sandal’s CEO Adam Stewart (l) and Robert Trestrail
(r), President of the Trinidad and Tobago Chamber
of Industry and Commerce (Courtesy Trinidad
Express Photo: Ishmael Salandy)

This venture is cited as timely and
necessary against the background
challenging economic times. These
is a need to find means through
which to earn foreign exchange
dollars and there is a need for
diversification in light of the
downturn in the energy sector
which is Trinidad and Tobago’s
economic mainstay. In the words

In this project, the government hopes to enter

of Dr. Rowley, “We gotta think big

into a partnership arrangement with SRI.

and move fast”.

Among others things, supportive
infrastructure would be necessary and there is
talk about the building of marinas and a
desalination plant on Tobago.
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Buccoo Bay
with No Man’s Land off in the distance.
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Would You Give Your Local Shopping
Amenities for Customer Service?
By Rosalind Harris

Good customer service is the
lifeblood of any business and the
fundamental element differentiating
a successful from a failing business.
Today’s consumers are discerning
and inherently expect good
customer service as part of their
shopping experience. However, to
live up to the ideal requires a
multifaceted set of parameters.
The Product or Service must be of
quality, to a high standard and
satisfies customers’ wants and
needs. Pricing must be economical,
no matter how good the product or
service, some consumers are unable

to pay more than a certain cost (the
exception being the luxury market).
The Place by way of easy accessibility
is a requisite, whether via location,
on-line or home delivery and the
product or service provided in a
timely and efficient manner.
Promotion is not exclusive to
advertising which is expensive, word
of mouth oftentimes is more effective
than promotions or price slashing,
generating new and loyal patrons.
Display/Visual Merchandising, a
form of advertising plays a
significant role grossly
underestimated by some businesses.
A shabby store with tattered shop-fit,
poorly lit with a limited selection of
merchandise is hardly a ‘go to’ or
potential return destination.
However, no single one of these
stated factors are effective in
isolation, but must work
synergistically to ensure good
customer service.
Successful businesses know bad
customer service hurts the ‘bottom
line’. They are cognisant of evolving,
social, economic and technological
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changes and respond accordingly;
know their customers’ needs by
identifying what those needs are;
take into consideration their feelings,
judicious of the fact people buy into
good feelings. ‘Romancing’ their
customers’ they make them feel
important and appreciated with a
smile; courteous greeting; respect;
rudimentary civilities of ‘please’ and
‘thank you’ and going the extra mile
without the need of added payment.
Viewing customers as vital assets,
insist on under-promising and overdelivering by way of providing a
professional, efficient, prompt,
quality product or service, confident
in the knowledge that ensuring these
deliveries on a consistent basis
attracts loyalty and pays dividends
by enhancing their business
reputation and plays an important
role in achieving good customer care.
Harrods Limited, London, the worlds’
most prestigious retail store,
synonymous with quality, epitomise
customer care excellence. Working
at this venerated store for 16 years,
as a senior manager assisting in
upholding customer service, the
experience taught the importance
and advantages of customer care.
The store’s motto ‘Omnia Omnibus
Ubique’ (all things, for all people,
everywhere), lives up to its mission
statement, at one time supplying an
elephant requested by a customer
and making a delivery via a Gondola
to another in Italy. Equally living up
to customer expectations of luxury
merchandise, décor and ambiance.

Staff are the ‘front of house’
ambassadors of a business,
accountable for the standards set.
Businesses with acumen are
perceptive of the impact of treating
staff well, knowledgeable in the
fact that showing them respect and
appreciation by way of positive
reinforcements, they are happier,
better workers. Understand
training is a crucial foundation for
staff to successfully perform to
their potential; corrects poor work
habits; makes clear the company’s
mission and accentuates the
importance of social skill
interactions delivered in an
unswervingly friendly manner.
Ultimately producing staff with
confidence who make positive
contributions and provide good
customer care.
Good customer service is infallible,
a win, win for all and ensures a
pleasing shopping experience.
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accounts. I left the bank and returned
the following day with my USA
driver’s license which is what I had
used for identification when these
accounts were opened originally.
On this second visit, I again went to
the gentleman whom I had seen the

previous day at the customer service

I

desk. I was asked
to fill out a form
have both a

local account
and a USA
account at the

which I did and

REGARDING
CUSTOMER SERVICE:
IN THE WORDS OF A UNIT TRUST
BANK CUSTOMER

handed back to
him along with
my USA driver’s

Unit Trust Bank

license. He

in Scarborough,

inspected my

Tobago. I visited that bank on three

form and told me that my signature

occasions to access their online banking

was not exactly as it was on my USA

service and have not yet been successful.

driver’s license. He asked me fill out
and sign another form which I did. He

On the first occasion, I was referred to a
gentleman at their customer service desk
at the entryway to the bank to have my
application for this service done. I had
other forms of identification with me but
was informed that I needed the exact
form of identification that I had used
several years ago when I opened my

took my USA driver’s license and the
form and left telling me that he

needed to make a photocopy of my
driver’s license. He returned and
handed me my driver’s license and
told me that I would be inform by
phone within a day of particulars
regarding activation of the online
access service for which I had applied.
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could do this “Is in a meeting”.
The following date, I received a
phone call from someone identifying
herself as a Unit Trust Bank
employee. This voice informed me
that I would have to come back to the
bank and redo my application. I

I left the bank and have not yet heard from
The Scarborough Branch of the Unit Trust
Bank as expected, neither have I received
the service for which have applied!

returned to the bank the following
day with four pieces of identification.

Now, Tobago has International Tourism at

I took along my Trinidad and Tobago

the top of its agenda. It is disappointing to

passport, my USA driver’s license,

see the great distance between good

my Trinidad and Tobago

customer service in Tobago and an

identification card and my Trinidad

understanding of how this impacts tourism

and Tobago driver’s license.

and other areas of the economy.

The same gentlemen at the
customers’ service desk presented me
with another blank form which I
again filled and presented to him
with my array of identifications from
which to have his pick. Realizing that
he was not the final decision maker
and having been to this bank now on
three occasions, each time absorbing
more than two hours of my time, I
asked whether I could see someone
who could give me an evaluation so
that I would not have to come back to
this bank again on this same matter.

He informed me that the person who
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I WILL BE BACK, BUT...
By Mandel O’Neil

I

One of my favorite sites was

have visited the island of

Tobago annually and for the past
seven or so years. Each time, the
duration of my stay has been at
least one month long.
I believe that this truism
qualifies me to convey the
following thoughts and concerns
that I have regarding the island of
Tobago.
Tobago is a beautiful island.

observing a tethered cow taking in
the breeze while devouring the
lush green grass near the bank of
the island’s main country-side
road.
Nonetheless, each time that I
sit and wait to board the plane
that is to return me home, I
cannot help but asked myself, “If
my parents were not born here or
had not chosen to retire and now

Yes it is. So much so that the sun,

live on the island, or if my

sea, and sand are perhaps

grandparents—Mary, Doris, John

incorrectly defined as “serene” by

and Malcolm and their parents

its people; its sublime!

didn’t rest here eternally— would

If your objective is to seek out

I continue to make this grueling

a stretch of God’s untouched

annual 8 hour journey from my

gardens and breathe the

home California to Tobago each

therapeutic air as it was intended

year?”

to be breathed; then, Tobago is

one place you have to visit.
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“Do I feel safe and comforted bringing my family with me on my journey?”
“Are the people welcoming,” and
“amenities sufficient to satisfy my cravings and those of my demographic?”
“Would I advise my close friends, acquaintances, and work colleagues to use
their precious time off to visit my mother’s and father’s land?”
The goal of my piece in not to actually answer those questions for you,
because I will be coming back!
However, These are the questions that those who espouse tourism to
be the principal economic tentacle driving the island must ascertain the
answers to, because a very high percentage of tourist who visit Tobago lack
the same magnetic pull to the island as I have.
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THE DIASPORA
AS A
FACTOR AND A
RESOURCE

I

n general, The Third World and The Industrialized
World are terms used almost thoughtlessly, each
with specific denotations. Trinidad and Tobago
adopted a 20/20 slogan under the leadership of the
late Prime Minister Patrick Manning some time ago.

How are these two bits of fact related?
It was the aspirating of Prime Minister
Manning that by the year 2020, Trinidad and
Tobago would achieve Industrial World status. But,
is this possible without the full impact of the
nation’s human capacity?
This brings the nation’s Diaspora into focus.
United Nations data for 2015 indicate that Trinidad
and Tobago has lost one-fifth of its population
through emigration, this more accurately translates
to mean that 22% of Trinidad and Tobago’s
population lives outside of the country.

Taking into consideration
the fact that the average
emigrant is more aggressive,
whether academically or
otherwise, than those who do
not migrate, there are two
significant sides to this. Any
emergence to Industrial World
status is slowed by emigration
and the Trinidad and Tobago
Diaspora represents an infinitely
great, untapped resource. In the
words of the United Nations’
report “Many who leave from
Trinidad and Tobago are among
the highly educated group”.

Reversal of the emigration
trend would be difficult if not
impossible. The Industrial World
values talented immigrants and
people naturally leave for
“greener pastures” wherever the
opportunity presents itself. The
Diaspora as a rich resource is a
potential but this has to be dealt
with properly if it is to transform
into producing usefulness to
places such as Trinidad and
Tobago.
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Caribbean Business Diaspora: You’re Invited
Why attend this Meet and Greet Forum?
Introduce the "Caribbean Business Triangle" Concept. Everyone benefits
Introduce and establish linkages between the Caribbean Business Diaspora and U.S. Business Network
Showcase contributions of the Caribbean Diaspora
Connect U.S. and Caribbean SME's and Large Enterprises
Presentation on how best the Caribbean Business Diaspora can work with the U.S. Government and
other U.S. Entities
Increase partnerships and investments with U.S. Government, Investors, NGOs and other U.S.
Business Entities
Share highlights of what attendees can expect to gain from your event, as well as any fun facts about
the host location.

Invited Guests Include:
Members of the U.S. Government and Business Community
Representatives of Caribbean Governments
Caribbean Diaspora Private Sector
Young Professionals
Friends of the Caribbean
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Caribbean Returning Nationals Foundation / 9103
Woodmore Centre Drive, #304, Lanham, MD 20706
Email: dc@caribbeanreturningnationals.org
Phone #: 1-202-714-4200
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MR. RENWICK GLEN
JAMES JOINS THE
TOBAGO VOICE TEAM
The Tobago Voice Ltd is happy to announce the
appointment of Mr. Renwick Glen James as its
Director in charge of International Marketing.
Mr. James resides in Baltimore, Maryland, USA,
where he is closely connected with the political,
academic and Diaspora communities. Mr. James
was born at Toco, Trinidad of Tobagonian and
Trinidadian parents. He grew up in Siparia
before moving to the USA. After completing his studies and a tour of duty in the USA, Mr.
James returned to Trinidad intent on making a positive contribution to the development of
the country. Mr. James studied at Newbury Junior College and the University of
Massachusetts. He holds an AA Degree in Business Administration and management, a BA
Degree in Sociology and Psychology and a Master’s Degree in Public Administration and
Management.
Among the many areas where he has applied himself, below is a bulleted listing of
some of these:
Budget Analyst – House Ways and Means Committee, Office of the Governor, State of
Massachusetts
Human Resource Manager and Management Consultant - Neal & Massy Group.
Human Resource Manager - Port Authority of Trinidad and Tobago
Senior Project Analyst and Chairman, YTEPP - Government of Trinidad and Tobago
Lecturer – University of the West Indies and Caribbean Union College

Now residing in the USA, Mr. James is focused on helping to bring the Trinidad and Tobago
Diaspora into more positive development of Trinidad and Tobago. He finds the Tobago Voice
Ltd one entity through which he can accomplish some of his goals.
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BALTIMORE

GETS A NEW
MAYOR
Mayor Catherine Pugh

F

ormer State Senator, Catherine
Pugh was elected the 50th Mayor
of Baltimore City, Maryland. Her
entering the race was partially
based on the urging of Mr.
Renwick G. James. Mayor Pugh
had previously attempted to be
elected to this post without
success. She felt that Baltimore
City rejected her. Then came the
incident of Freddie Gray, who died
while in police custody. State
Senator Catherine Pugh emerged
as a heroine in this episode. She
joined ranks with US Congressman
Eliza Cummings to quell the riots
which followed from the Freddie Gray
incident. It was at this juncture that
Renwick James confronted her with the
suggestion that she give a run for Mayor
another try. Sensing her hesitancy,
James applied his own means of
persuasion including the motivational
phrase, "It rained yesterday, doesn't
mean it will rain today or tomorrow".

The rest is now all history.
Mayoral candidate Catherine Pugh
defeated 6 other contenders to win
the Democratic Nomination. She
went on to defeat the Republican
candidate and other independent
candidates in the race to become the
current Mayor of the City of
Baltimore. Congratulations Mayor
Catherine Pugh from the Caribbean
Community and Tobago Voice
Magazine.
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Dear Glen,
We did it! Polls are now closed, the race has been called, and we won! Thank you for your support!
You made this possible. By supporting our campaign to move Baltimore forward with your contributions,
your time, and your votes, we achieved a step forward for our city. We came together, in every
neighborhood, every community, and resolved that we would move forward as one united, diverse city.
Now that the primary is over, it’s time for all of us to join together and move Baltimore forward!
Thank you,
Catherine Pugh

The Committee to Elect Catherine E. Pugh
1030 N. Charles Street
Suite 200C
Baltimore MD 21201 United States
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A cross section of Trinidad and
Tobago’s Diaspora attended a
reception hosted by His Excellency
Retired Brigidaire General Anthony
Phillips-Spencer, Trinidad and
Tobago’s Ambassador to Washington.
This reception was on the occasion of
Trinidad and Tobago’s Republic Day
2016.

His Excellency Retired Brigidaire
General Anthony Phillips- Spencer and
Mrs. Phillips-Spencer
One highlight of this reception was the
offering of interfaith prayers on behalf
of Trinidad and Tobago. Included
among those offering prayers were
members of the Muslim, Baptist,

Hindu and Catholics faiths. Below is
the text of the prayers offered by
Brother Mikhail Woodruffe of the
Catholic faith. It is the only one in
written form which has been available.

Mrs. Renwick James with His
Excellency and Mrs. Phillips-Spencer
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A PRAYER FOR THE REPUBLIC OF
TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO
by
Brother Mikhail Woodruffe.

E

ver- loving and merciful God,

we come before

you as a people grateful for your blessings and in need of your
peace.

We come before you first of
all as sons and daughters created in
your image and likeness. We also
come to you as sons and daughters
of the land of our birth and of our
heritage, Trinidad and Tobago.
We thank you for our nation of
human, natural and human-made
beauty, made a Republic 40 years
ago, by the effort and toil of its
citizens.
Give us grateful hearts to
thank you for all the many gifts we
have received as a people and
nation. Bless our lands, as they
stand side by side, islands of the
blue Caribbean Sea. Bless our
people, natural resources, traditions

and culture and help us to be
committed to preserve and
safeguard them all.
We pray for our President,
Chief Justice, Prime Minister,
Opposition Leader, Members of the
Senate and Lower House, our
Ambassador to the United States,
His Excellency Retired Brigidaire
General Anthony Phillips- Spencer,
here present..…… our various
Ambassadors around the world, all
government, civil and diplomatic
core leaders. We ask the guidance
of your Holy Spirit in their
deliberations and decisions as
leaders of our people, that all they
say and do may be for the greater
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good of all our citizens.
Your word says to us O God, “if a
people called by your name, shall humble
themselves and pray, You will hear from
heaven, forgive their sins and heal their
land.”
Trusting in your faithfulness, as a
people directly called by your name, we
pray for the healing of our lands of Trinidad
and Tobago, from all that threatens to
disrupt its growth and functioning. We pray
that you remove from our citizens, at home
and abroad, all selfishness, lust, greed,
hatred and violence. Restore peace to our
land and turn the hearts of those who
engage in corruption, gang warfare, murder
and all that is not of you, towards Love.
We pray that you bless all our people,
at home and abroad, that we may make
meaningful contributions to our homeland
and our wider society of this world.
We pray that you bless and protect our
nationals entrusted with the safety of our
lands and people- police officers, military
personnel and all members of the protective
services.
We pray your blessings and strength
upon all helping professions, including
doctors, nurses, teachers, counsellors and
social workers.
We pray for those who farm our land

and fish at sea, that they bring
forth a bountiful harvest.
We pray for those who
engage in skilled trades.
We pray for all engineers,
architects.
We pray for those who
deliver our mail, keep our
communities clean and serve
society in humble and noble
ways.
We pray for those in business,
accounting, commerce and
administrative occupations.
We pray for those who are
involved in the legal profession.
We pray for artists and artistes
and those who remind us of the
beauty that surrounds us.
We pray for those who guide our
religious beliefs, that they may
be true to Your word by upright
action and example.

We pray for all of our people.
We pray for our most
vulnerable, the elderly, our
children, the poor, the sick, the
disabled and for those who care
for them. May they be protected
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from all that can harm them
physically and mentally. Give us
all generous hearts to care for
those we consider least and to see
your face, O God in them.
We ask all of this in the
name that is above every name,
the most holy name of Jesus
Christ our Lord and Saviour, who
lives and reigns with the God the
Father and the Holy Spirit, the
blessed Trinity from which the
land of Trinidad gets its name, one
God, forever and ever…
And let the people of God, in faith,
say: AMEN!
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IN
MY
OWN

WORDS
By Nathalie Taghaboni

T

ruth be told, I had not dreamed of
being a writer. I had dreamed of

being an attorney, or a
photographer or a pilot or an
astrophysicist graduating with a minor in
steelpan. Mind you, I had always written. All
sorts of things - little poems doodled in the
corner of my copybook, lyrics to a kaiso in
my school’s annual calypso competition, a
short story for which I won a tube of Colgate
when I was about eight. Writing was
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something I did, like reading or
breathing, not something to
which I aspired.
I do not write to make a
living, which is a good thing
because I would starve.
Everybody writes, especially
these days, the era of selfpublishing and cost efficient ebooks.
So why did I bother?
Any writer, any true writer,
would tell you more or less the
same thing. You write because
you must. It is what you are
driven to do, from the inside out.
As a child I was
surrounded by avid readers and
there was always some kind of
material around, from my cousin’
s piles of library books, to my
mother’s romance novels. Trips
to visit my stern grandfather on
Piccadilly Street, meant
newspapers and magazines.
Trips to Ya Ya on upper Oxford
Street meant mounds of comic
books – I think I read every
Richie Rich, Spiderman and
Archie comic ever printed. I
even discovered a box of
inappropriate books that my
uncle hid away, talk about your
eye opener! My first dirty book
was The Carpetbaggers by
Harold Robbins and I recall
wondering how you got all that

stuff done while in your pajamas.

I was born into a humble yet
dignified family in East Dry
River, Port of Spain. My
home was a two room
concrete building with the
kitchen and bathroom
outside. There was never an
excess of material goods but
I recall never feeling the lack
of anything. Sitting on the
dining table that doubled as
an ironing board, or feeling
the icy cold needles of water
in the bathroom at 6am
because we had no water
heater, never felt like a
disadvantage. It was just how
life was. I was that tiny,
quiet, bespectacled child
walking up Quarry Street to
the government school. All
that changed when my
mother married into one of
the landed gentry families in
the island, and I became the
tiny, bespectacled child who
went to one of the island’s
top notch convent schools.

Fortunes came and
went but I remained a
reader and a writer.
But there were
years during which I
did not write much
more than a grocery
list. In retrospect,
those were years of
trying my hand at
‘adulting’ University, jobs,
relationships. I still
read voraciously but
it was to escape the
sure knowledge that
being an adult wasn’t
all it was cracked up
to be. I was far too
introspective and
introverted to survive
my late teens and
early twenties
without a scratch. It
wasn’t until I grasped
the notion that one
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sure way, for me anyway, to
win the small battles that adults
wage each day, is to write.
Write about what happens in
life. Write about what I know. I
started doodling in the corner
of pages once again.
It was right about then
that I happened to be in a
Caribana band in Toronto and
for a few brief minutes, I was
allowed to carry the King’s
costume. I wrote a thank you
note to the bandleader and sent
it to a local newspaper called
SHARE. I wrote it in full Trini
dialect thinking that it would
probably be rejected. It wasn’t.
Not only did the editor accept
it, he asked me to write some
more. That request turned into
a ten year running column in the
style of the ‘picong’ calypso and
social commentary written
under my nom de plume, Queen
Macoomeh. Folks began asking
for the stories all in one book,
so I collected a handful of the
best and put it together and set
out to find a publisher for it.
Sounds easy?

“It

will never sell.”

“This is too niche a market for us to consider.”
“We don’t understand your dialogue.”
“The accent is too strong, try making it more standard.”
“The genre is too unique for us to consider at this time.”
“Thank you for contacting us but we are unable to
accept your manuscript at this time.”
…and so it went. I got everything from silence to some
form of dismissal. The worse being those dismissals
that told me they never read what I sent. I went from
joyful anticipation and excitement to utter despair. It
was then that my husband suggested that I do it myself.
Not only self-publish, but create my own publishing
company because along the way, I had come across
other writers who were as rejected and dejected. That
is when Commess University (PRESS) was formed and
my first client was me. I learned the business of
publishing and gathered respect for the industry. Much
more than writing goes into the finished product on the
bookshelf, less so for e-books, but certainly for printed
books.
Since then, I have gone on to write a novel trilogy
called The Savanoy Series. It was a jump – no a plunge
into a new genre for me, fiction that feels real. I used
my experiences, my observations of people and
personalities and relationships and created what my
readers call “true ting!” I wrote about real events and
streets and couched them with believable characters.
The trilogy is a mix of steamy, funny, dramatic writing
with a heavy dose of Carnival and bacchanal. In other
words, it’s us.
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ABOUT COMMESS UNIVERSITY PRESS
Commess University (PRESS) has produced 5 books to date and been
consulted on or edited several more. It is a small company, using
contracted artists, editors and designers per project with everything
going through the CEO, yours truly, for final approval before taking
it to the client. Though we cannot, nor do we aspire to, compete with
the large print houses, we have firm ideas of what work we accept.
When our logo goes on a publication, we stand behind it.

Website: www.CommessUniversity.com
Email: info@CommessUniversity.com
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/queenmacoomeh
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AN
ANALYTICAL
HISTORY
OF
TOBAGO
Mervyn J. O’Neil
Now Available on Amazon.com Kindle & Hard copy

www.tobagohistoryandtravel.com
www.tobagovoice.com
Contact: mervynoneil@yahoo.com]

Phone: (909) 237 -0631; (868) 660-8667; (868) 336-2199
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If you struggle to write
persuasively, you are certainly
not alone.
Writing persuasively is
challenging for most learners
because it requires much more
from them than the task of
restating what they have
researched. Persuasive writing
requires authors to take a
position on an issue, gather and
synthesize information in a
manner that influences readers’
opinions.
This Resource Manuel will
make the process of learning
how to write persuasively much
easier for learners of all ages.
YOUR
WRITING GRADES WILL SOAR,
because it rationalizes the need
for writing persuasively in our
complex society. It teaches
readers about the intricacies of
a thesis statement as well as the
anatomy of a persuasive essay.

Purchase your
Downloadable
copy today @

On amazon.com
Hardcopy available soon
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Tobago in Print (Vol.1)
A collection of works by Tobago writers
Published by Tobago’s Writers’ Guild
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AFRICAN HISTORY IN THE
CARIBBEAN CURRICULUM
by
Karlyeon Akka Bledman

T

he Caribbean and its Diaspora are suffering from Afrikan insensitivity in
their leadership. Leaders are educated in a curriculum which is

European/American. There is no Afrikan History in the school curriculum to
instill African History in the Caribbean People and its Diaspora. Black Studies

which is new to some curricula has not yet kicked in. The Caribbean and its
Diaspora are still under the manners of The Old School.
The Old School amounts to religious
indoctrination. Schools are run by religious
affiliations, control by religious denomination.
This amounts to learning without significance,
educated without knowledge and in sum total

Blakks remain on the opposite side of the page.
They are constricted by a lack of historical
sensitivities while others cling to their heritage.

Although Blakks occupy the seat of power, the status quo remains the same.
Hue-manity began in the Garden of Eden. Afrika is the cradle of civilization.
Afrikans in the Diaspora left Afrika as Afrikans, intelligent, healthy and strong.
Slave ships brought Afrikans as slaves to serve colonial interest and brutalize

Afrikans have become "Trinis to the bone" - no disrespect.
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They judge each other by the European American standard. If they do not have
a Europeanized degree they are not considered. So some trickstars now invent their
own paper work, printing, copying, and other schematics, with a big USA University
signature attached to a Graduated, cum laud day,(suma cum laude). It's like the Greeks
who plagiarized Moses’ books. Remember, Moses the Afrikan, was schooled in the
Grand Lodge of Luxor. He was married to two Blakk women. These are scenes which
took place in Egypt Afrika.
The divide and conquer syndrome, corruption, unstoppable crimes and wastage,

communities living under siege. These are results
which must not be overlooked.
Politricians supposedly elected to represent
the masses, once elected become "strange bed
fellows".
Blakks are their own worst enemies by not
believing in themselves. Check the Diaspora’s
children in America. It is 4.0's down the line. Given
the chance to succeed, the story is written
differently.
Unaware of their true history, Blakks try
escapism as their reality. A people without
knowledge of its history remains in slavery.
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Purchase
The Last of The Colored Boys
By:

Karlyeon
Akka
Order your
copy
On Amazon
today

1 (323) 219-9196
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PRESIDENT TRUMP AND
THE CARIBBEAN PEOPLE
The Tobago Voice

The reality of Trump’s victory in the USA

on energy explorations which can in

presidential elections has not fully set in for

turn result in greater output which can

many even two months after the votes have

have downward pressures in prices

been counted. For Trinidad and Tobago and the

from which Trinidad and Tobago’s

Caribbean, besides widespread dismay, there is

economy is now suffering.

still a sense of dismal uncertainty.
Trinidad and Tobago’s concerns over a

The political community in
Trinidad and Tobago whose fortunes

Trump presidency falls under several headings

are inextricably tied to energy has

one being that the Trinidad and Tobago

expressed its own concerns. Member

Diaspora in the USA consists of some of whom

of Parliament, Dr. Bhoe Tiwarie is

are illegals. Though Trump’s campaign singled

reported to have stated that Trump’s

out illegal Mexicans, his campaign rantings

“USA first position on trade and

were broad enough to make others uneasy. Also,

immigration, which will have an

Trinidad and Tobago does have a Muslim

effect on all states including

community and with Trump’s campaign views
on Muslims, this community also has concerns
regarding what Trump’s presidency could mean.

Trinidad and Tobago and the
Caribbean”.

Trade is another area of concern. With oil
and gas prices down and with Trump’s
promises to ease regulations and deregulate
where necessary, this can mean less restrictions
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W

HAT DOES
TRUMP’S
PRESIDENCY
MEAN FOR THE
DIASPORA?
A group of young women protest Republican
Donald Trump’s election as President-elect on
the University of Connecticut Campus in Storrs,
Connecticut, yesterday. AP photo

By Glen James

Trump’s victory caused protests across the USA not only among Democrats and others who are not in
favor of his presidency, but many Caribbean communities and many of its members.
Believe it or not, Donald Trump will
be the new face of America to the rest of
the world. The American people have
spoken overwhelmingly, and no matter
what the rationale might be, they wanted
the country to go in a different direction.
More so, they refuse to be marginalized by
the growing increase of the non-white
immigrants. Now it is time to extract the
political rhetoric on the campaign trail from
the reality of what a Trump’s
administration will mean for the Diaspora,
particularly for Trinidad and Tobago, and
generally for the West Indian territories.
Indeed, my perspective, though
speculative, is rooted in trends over the last
8 years. According to the US Census
Bureau’s 2014, American Community
Survey (ACS) foreign born/immigrants
made up 42.4 million or 13% of the total US
population of 318.9 million. Significantly,

the said report indicated that the
foreign born population increased by
1 million or 2.5% between 2013 and
2014. This is significant from the
standpoint that it was midway into
the second term of President Obama,
and the heightening of the 2016
election campaign.
It is important to note that
“Foreign born” and immigrants are
both used to reference naturalized
citizens, lawful permanent residents,
refugees, asylees, persons holding
temporary visas, as well as,
unauthorized immigrants. Naturally,
Candidate Donald Trump saw an
opening and he capitalized on it. By
jumping on the more sensitive illegal
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immigrants’ band wagon, he was able to
legitimately attack the increasing
immigrant population, whose spiraling
growth threatens to surpass the white
population.
Significantly, Trumps’ targeting
of Mexicans and Muslims, during the
campaign and subsequent nomination,
was pointedly strategic. These are the
groups with no restrictions on
reproduction and rapidly contributing
to America’s population growth. The
Pew Hispanic Center, a nonpartisan
research organization, in its July 14,
2011 issue, reported by way of headline:
“Mexican-American Boom Births
Overtake Immigration”. Translation, the
amount of babies being born to
Mexicans living in the USA was more
than the numbers entering. Similarly,
the Pew Research Center noted that
although the Muslim population stood
at 3.3 million or 1% of the US
population in 2015, it showed the
greatest sign of double growth by 2050.
It should be obvious why they have
been targeted insidiously.

bulk of these immigrants came from the
following countries: Cuba (29%),
Dominican Republic (25%), Jamaica
(18%), Haiti (16%), Trinidad and Tobago
(6%) and 6% from the other Caribbean
islands.
Based on the aforementioned,
my assessment is that a Trump
administration will have no negative
impact on the Trinidad and Tobago
Diaspora per se, since we are no threat
to the status quo. Certainly, we could
expect to see a reduction in new
immigrants as stricter requirements
may be imposed to restrict immigration
in general. For the most part, the
Diaspora who are already here will not
see their status affected. As for
undocumented immigrants, their status
will be determined by the policy
decisions taken to deal with
undocumented immigrants in general.
The bigger issue to be addressed is how
does the Diaspora plan to align itself
strategically to combat any negative
impact from adverse policy decisions
emanating from the Trump
Administration?

By the same token, MPI
tabulations of data taken from the US
Census Bureau- 2014, American
Community Survey (ACS), provided a
breakdown of Caribbean nationals living
in the USA. Accordingly, in 2014,
Caribbean immigrants accounted for 4
million or 9% of the 42.4 million
immigrant population in the USA. The
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HARNESSING THE SEA
AROUND US
by Reginald Phillips

A

utonomy for Tobago must never be
considered a political event. It must be an
opportunity to revamp or restructure everything
Tobagonian. A major consideration of any Tobago
Administration should be recognition of the fact
that we are an island, a small island, with
bountiful opportunities for development residing
in the available marine environment.
While those who are land -locked in their vision
continue to focus on the terrestrial space of the
island, the bolder, more innovative thinkers must
look beyond our limited land space and create
economic activities to advance our economy.
Touristic adventures on our beaches and our reefs
are indeed commendable but opportunities
abound along the entire coastline.
Early sensitization is necessary and swimming
must be a compulsory extra -curricular activity at
every primary school. Life saving techniques must
also be part of the secondary school program. Our

planners and developmental strategists must
continually investigate and formulate
income-earning opportunities with a
maritime base. Our boat building and engine
repair sectors must be fully established with
apprenticeship programs starting during the
final phases of secondary school.
Village employment will be created through
construction of fishing centres at strategic
locations around the island with appropriate
facilities for sanitary preparation and
refrigeration of fish. The Marketing Division
must be on the frontline in terms of setting
up processing, packaging and sales
arrangements through cooperatives or other
marketing agencies, leaving the fisher -folk
free to concentrate on the specific task of
landing a decent catch.
There is need for the construction of mini ports at strategic locations on our coastline.
These ports should be equipped with
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storage space for all bulk materials for

hotels, stopover guest houses, tourist

hardware, dry goods, food stuff, etc. Linked to

restrooms, etc.

these ports should be transport vessels
delivering the heavy stuff that need not be on
our winding roadways. Sand, gravel, lumber,
steel, and all other bulk items should be

transported by sea via vessels connecting our
ports, our store rooms, and our communities.
Sales outlets in these communities should
collect their supplies from the village store
centre, limiting road transport to much shorter
distances.
With this initiative, commercial centres will

spring up in each port area, providing
opportunities for handicraft sales, restaurants,

This seaview programme will reduce
road accidents, reduce the need for constant
road and bridge repairs, will create massive
employment opportunities, will prevent the
ever increasing migration of people from rural
to urban areas and guarantee the availability
of educational, medical, and general
community facilities in an equitable manner
throughout the island.
In preparation for the political change
which we all demand and expect, there urgent

need for a think tank to plan what we will do
with this animal once we capture it.
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A TRIBUTE TO
DR. WINSTON CHURCHILL MURRAY
BY
MERVYN J. O’NEIL

A Flag Sir, a flag!
He was fighting for a flag!
And when men do these things,
With nothing sordid to tarnish their
cause,

The effort is consecrate!
Adopted from Samuel Langhorne Clemens)

Is one minute silence in the Parliament of Trinidad
and Tobago a sufficient tribute to the life and
contributions of Dr. Winston Churchill Murray?
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Dr. Murray’s Tobago
Community College

I knew of Dr. Murray

When major
in the context of Trinidad and contributors to society die,
Tobago’s politics, but I got to there is generally much talk
know him personally during a and other forms of tribute.
period spanning only the last Sometimes, tangible things
get done! Buildings, parks,
seven months of his life on
streets and so forth are
Tobago. If I am not the last
named in their honor, but
one, I am one of the last
often much amounts to no
Tobagonians to have met
more than talk. In the case of
personally with Dr. Murray
Dr. Murray, he has left his
before he left the island for
own tangibles, it is only left
the last time on his way out
for us to recognize,
to the USA to visit his ailing
understand, preserve, and
wife Dr. Harvey, but died on
apply them. His Community
January 1, 2017, before
College at Glen Road stands
returning to Tobago as he
out in this regard. It is all
had intended. I spent some
time at his home with him in there for the people of
Glen Road, the evening before Tobago to recognize, preserve
he left the island for the USA. and apply.

During the brief seven
month period of my contact
with him, Dr. Murray showed
me the soul of his hopes for
Tobago in the form of the
acronym T.E.A.C.H. where
the T. stands for Tobago.

I pay my tribute to him
in the form of a call for
immediate action. I do so
because during the short
period of our acquaintance,
Dr. Murry pointed out to me
that he was attacked and

robbed in his home.
Thus, there is
vulnerability in terms of
the treasures which he
has left. Tobago is not
the Tobago we long for.
In the interest of getting
done what needs to be
done, something must be
done immediately!
This is not my call
beyond what I am doing
here, but I say that Dr.
Murray is a part of
Tobago’s History. It does
not require much
perception and vision to
understand that
whenever the history of
Modern Tobago is written
Dr. Murray is a part of
that. I speak to urgency
because Dr. Murray
represents a richness for
Tobago which should not
be lost.
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DR. WINSTON CHURCHILL MURRAY'S HOME ABOVE
AND ONE OF HIS LEGACIES BELOW
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AGAIN, COME DISCOVER ALL THAT
TOBAGO HAS FOR YOU
TO EXPERIENCE!!!

WEBSITE: WWW.TOBAGOVOICE.COM
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